.The correlation coefficients of various properties of amino acids from AAindex to the free energy costs from water to the center of the bilayer (R1) and to the free energy costs from the freeenergy minimum to the center of the bilayer (R2). Only properties with either R1 or R2>0.7 are shown.
.The correlation coefficients of various properties of amino acids from AAindex to the free energy costs from water to the center of the bilayer (R1) and to the free energy costs from the freeenergy minimum to the center of the bilayer (R2). Only properties with either R1 or R2>0.7 are shown. Figure S7. Two-dimensional free energy profiles (z-projection to the center versus torsion angle ψ) for eleven amino acids as labeled. Figure S8 . Two-dimensional free energy profiles (z-projection to the center versus the number of hydrogen bonds between water and the amino acid) for eleven amino acids as labeled.
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